
DOOGEE TITANS 2: World's First 
Android 5.0 Rugged Phone at 
Chinavasion 

 

Chinavasion has added the DOOGEE TITANS2, the first Android 5.0 Rugged phone, to its range.  

Chinavasion, wholesaler of Chinese branded smart phones and rugged phones, has increased its 

range of rugged smart phones to include the TITANS2 DG700 from Chinese manufacturer, 

DOOGEE.  

Chinavasion PR Manager Ms. Rose Li said, “Chinavasion has made a name for itself as a supplier 

of high end rugged phones and Android smart phones, so we were keen to expand our range 

and offer this new smartphone from DOOGEE”.  

The DOOGEE TITANS2 DG700 is listed by the manufacturers as an IP67 rated smartphone and 

has been advertised as the first Android 5.0 rugged phone. It has an MTK6582 quad core 

processor and 1GB of RAM as well as two SIM card slots.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Li advised, “Chinavasion’s sales data indicates a growing trend for rugged phones; and as 

Android 5.0 devices are also in high demand we predict that this product will be well received by 

our customers.” 

 

The DOOGEE TITAN2 DG700 has a range of extra features, Ms. Li says, “With smart button, 

smart gesture and contactless control the phone is easy to use and you won’t have to get the 

screen dirty to access your favorite apps, answer calls or play music. Also the Android 5.0 

Ms. Rose Li said, “The TITANS2 is 

a business rugged phone that can 

cater to everyone’s needs and 

shows how Chinese phone 

manufactures are starting to 

innovate and bring together 

quality components with 

innovative designs. These new 

devices are equally at home in an 

office or on a construction site.” 

Rugged phones are able to stand 

up to more punishment that 

other smartphones and Ms Rose 

 

 

https://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Android_Phones/
https://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Android_Phones/Normal_Screen_Android_Phones/Doogee-TITANS2-DG700-Android-5.0-Rugged-Smartphone/


operating system brings a smarter way to use and interact with the phone so this hotly 

anticipated phone is an all round winner.”  

A 4000mAh battery is listed as one of the main selling points on DOOGEES webpage and Rose Li 

advised, “Many phones these days have great features but not all can last the full day without 

needing to be recharged, a 4000mAh battery ensures that this phone will give you lots of usage 

time and the fast charge feature is going to be really useful”.  

Rose said, “This fast charge feature allows the device to receive a 50% charge in about 1 hour, 

that's 2 or 3 hours faster than most other phones and with a standby time of around 200 hours 

from fully charged, you will have plenty of chance to enjoy all the other functions on the 

DOOGEE TITANS2”. 

China electronics supplier Chinavasion has a range of Android devices with no MOQ and 

wholesale prices.  

 

https://www.chinavasion.com/

